
































































































































































































































































Implementation of a Program in Interpersonal Skills Education for Supporting Child-
Rearing in the Bunkyo Penguin Room (Report No. 4)
- A Review of Child-rearing Education Community Support Center Activities through Now, from
the Bunkyo Penguin Room News -
KAWABATA Aiko and GOTOH Mamoru
Abstract:  This report reviews the activities conducted through now by the Child-rearing Education Community 
Support Center (Bunkyo Penguin Room) at Hokkaido Bunkyo University, from information in the Bunkyo 
Penguin Room News published by the Center. It finds that the Bunkyo Penguin Room News contains a diverse 
range of information concerning the Bunkyo Penguin Room and that its content can be grouped into the four main 
categories of (1) providing information on the Ai-Ai Child-rearing Triangle, (2) providing information on student 
Volunteer Penguins who assist with child-rearing, (3) providing information on the theme song "Penguin Room 
no otomodachi" ("Penguin Room friends"), and (4) providing information about open classes held at the Bunkyo 
Penguin Room. This review suggests that these issues of the Bunkyo Penguin Room News not merely serve as 
means of communicating reports on Center activities but also play an important role in depicting the world of a 
"child-rearing triangle" in which Bunkyo Penguin Room staff, students, and mothers and children coming to the 
Center have built the Bunkyo Penguin Room together.

